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    APOT THROWN ON A WHEEL IS FORMED IN A QUICK movement, the clay transmuted from lump to vessel, mass to volume, earth to air. With almost 
magical consonance, the controlling hands, wet clay and the turning wheel build and shape together. While an ideal pot is much more than a mere record of this 
repetitive event, nevertheless the act of making -- rounding and comprehensive -- is at its essence. It is an essence that Sarah-Jane Selwood, with notable originality, 
recognises and exploits in her pots.
    A true pot is intensely known and felt by its potter, and invites knowing and feeling in the outsider. In its final state, after glazing and firing, such a pot is an 
embodiment of stilled, or even frozen, motion. Selwood has made a name for poised immaculate porcelain vessels, both scrupulous and sensuous, whose formal 
stillness she strangely alters and challenges by means of a kind of vital interruption. This interruption has most frequently comprised a curvilinear element made 
(with considerable inventiveness, not to mention technical adroitness) to spiral and encircle the body of the pot. It may be set back or forwards from the surface and, 
as it circles, may become more or less emphatic. It may be relatively deep and rigorous or subtle and gentle -- relatively -- because Selwood's aesthetic is not at all 
one of overstatement or confrontation but of restraint.
    She realised at the outset that the process of throwing suited what she calls her "impatient and impulsive approach to making." But she also saw that her thrown 
pots had, in their smooth, cool finesse, a kind of sterility. The interruptive lines she introduced were to restore to the vessel's form "the vitality and spirit of its 
making process on the wheel". That this line was made while the newly thrown pot was still on the wheel, is apparent. That its forming is painstaking and slow is 
less evident since it appears as natural and spontaneous as an orbit or trajectory.
    From the observer's standpoint, the spiralling line, which is sometimes like a bone under skin, like water movement under the ice, or like a geological fault, asks 
for the pot to be turned and turned in the hands. You know that to take in the whole form, the whole pot must be explored, outside and inside. Sometimes Selwood 
makes her lines into what she calls a "deception". This opens up the question of what you know and do not know about a pot, thus intensifying its mystique and 
fascination. The rim of a vessel, for instance, may or may not indicate where the climbing spiral ends; sometimes it is resolved at the rim as a beak or lip, sometimes 
not. Or a pot viewed from one angle may seem to have no interruptive line at all. It is revealed only as the pot is turned; and where the line is least pronounced -- 
subtly responsive as it is to the glassy, lucent quality of her celadon glazes -- it may become visually merged into a play of shadows, lights and reflections that the 
pot's responsive surface and form involve.
    Selwood's work has been exhibited widely. She has come to suspect, however, that a danger in her growing success has been a somewhat relentless demand for 
output, often frustrating a wish for developing further ideas. It is important, she believes, "to find the time to challenge and question your work -- to make mistakes, 
learn from them and continue to explore".
    The welcome opportunity for a working break presented itself. It happened to be in Japan, demonstrating her work in an area where pottery is still traditional. She 
had not, as might have been thought, any burning desire to go to Japan, even if her work is clearly engaged with certain aspects of Oriental ceramics. Her experience 
there was clarifying in ways that were not directly connected with Japanese pottery as an influence. Before she went she had already made a fruitful diversion into 
stoneware, making fine vessels that were much larger than she was successfully able to achieve in porcelain. Her need was to explore scale. In the process she not 
only produced some outstanding stoneware pots, she also escaped from the linear spiral that had almost become her signature. She concluded that porcelain lost its 
particular life and crispness, her glazes becoming too bland, in vessels that were simply big. And she saw that the feeling of monumentality she was after was not 
determined by size alone.
    Now she is making some porcelain pieces that have a presence and weight, as well as an unpretentious self-containment, even though they are small. And the 
linear spiral, though not abandoned, is absent from many of her pots. "When I do use it," she says, "I am thinking much more about the way in which a line can 
control a pot's form and feeling." She is investigating different ideas. Some pots have their rims pushed in or over in one place. Like the spirals, this has a way of 
unsettling the expectations. Some of her pots sit squarely on flat bases rather than balance lightly on foot rings. She is also making pots in pairs, not as a still-life but 
because of the way similarities and differences inevitably produce dialogues.
    Tonally simple glazes continue to be a hallmark, some with a marvellous, but never overwrought crackle. Selwood's glazes range from glacial to darkly warm. 
Her uncomplicated forms are never overloaded with glaze even in her opulent copper-red and toffee-green glazes. At the cooler end of the spectrum, glazes such as 
the opalescent blue Chun seem as completely identified with the body of the pot as skin. They scrupulously clothe both the inner space and outer surface of the pots, 
unifying them. Her recessive lines are quietly emphasised by a slight deepening of the glaze and her protruding lines by a subtle lightening. The luminosity of 
Selwood's pots resides in her glazes, their translucency and reflectiveness.
    A self-critical faculty comes hard for any artist. Selwood has proved she has it. Her work looks set to develop with a confidence even more certain than the degree 
of inspiration that has marked her work. The potential of the vessel form she sees as endless. To her the vessel is "a vehicle to contain my ideas". Its history as 
function is, nevertheless, one aspect that makes it approachable, not at one remove from the observer like painting or sculpture. Sarah-Jane Selwood is ensconced in 
the concept of vessel as an artform, as a receptacle for the intuitive, a thinking exploration of line, rhythm, space, light, surface, depth and balance.
ADDED MATERIAL
    Christopher Andreae writes about the arts and crafts in Britain from Glasgow. Photographs by John McKenzie and Shannon Tofts. Sarah-Jane Selwood 
established her studio in Edinburgh, Scotland in 1992. Her work is exhibited in Britain and abroad. She also teaches part-time at Edinburgh College of Art, 
Edinburgh. Caption title page: Ice-crackle Vases. 1998. Porcelain. 24 and 17 cm/h.
Ribbed Matt White Bowl. 1997. Porcelain. 15 × 21 cm. Photograph John McKenzie.
Celadon Squared Cups. 1999. Porcelain. 15 and 11 cm/diam. Photograph John McKenzie.
Squared Celadon Vases. 1998. Porcelain. 17, 13 and 10 cm/h. Photograph John McKenzie.
Squared Cloud White Bowls. 1999. Porcelain. 24, 18 and 14 cm/diam. Photograph Shannon Tofts.
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